
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Kernfoster Gallery Unveils Virtual Art Exhibition:
"TALES OF JOY, CURIOSITY, AND BRAVERY"
[Huntington Beach, December 2023] — Kernfoster Gallery is thrilled to announce its first
online art show, "Tales of Joy, Curiosity, and Bravery," a captivating collection that
explores the realms of abstract art and abstracted figures. The exhibition promises to
transport art enthusiasts into a world where emotions, stories, and imagination come to
life through the vision of contemporary artist Iris Kern-Foster.

Exhibition Highlights

The exhibition, hosted on Kernfoster Gallery's virtual platform, showcases a diverse
range of abstract artworks and pieces featuring abstracted figures. From bold strokes
and vibrant colors to subtle nuances, each piece tells a unique story, inviting viewers to
embark on a journey of joy, curiosity, and bravery. The collection reflects the artists'
dedication to pushing the boundaries of artistic expression.

Artist Talk via YouTube Live Stream:

In addition to the visual feast, Kernfoster Gallery is excited to present an exclusive artist
talk, providing a behind-the-scenes look into the creative process and inspiration behind
the featured artworks. The live stream will take place on 02/02/2024 at 6:00 pm Pacific
Standard Time on Kernfoster Gallery's YouTube channel. Art enthusiasts, collectors, and
the general public are invited to join this immersive experience, gaining insights directly
from the artist.

Event Details:

● Title: Tales of Joy, Curiosity, and Bravery
● Date: 02/02/2024 - 03/14/2024
● Platform: Kernfoster Gallery Virtual Exhibition Hall: https://kernfoster.gallery/
● Artist Talk: 02/02/2024 at 6:00 pm (PT) via YouTube Live Stream

https://www.youtube.com/@KERNFOSTERGallery

About Kernfoster Gallery:

Kernfoster Gallery is a dynamic online art space dedicated to promoting and
showcasing the works of emerging and established contemporary artists. With a

https://kernfoster.gallery/
https://www.youtube.com/@KERNFOSTERGallery
https://www.youtube.com/@KERNFOSTERGallery


commitment to fostering creativity and artistic expression, the gallery curates
exhibitions that engage and inspire a global audience.

Contact Information:

For media inquiries, high-resolution images, or additional information about the
exhibition, please contact:

Iris Kern-Foster

(949)478-1280

Visit Kernfoster Gallery online: https://kernfoster.gallery/

Follow Kernfoster Gallery

● Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/kernfostergallery/
● YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/@KERNFOSTERGallery
● Pinterest: https://pinterest.com/kernfostergallery

Note to Editors: High-resolution images and interview appointments are available upon
request.
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